10 Simple Tips to a Healthier Family
1. Filter your Water
Filter your water and drink one half of your weight
in ounces a day. This is the best
option for kids instead of fruit juices. Some great
places to look for filters
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2. Good food
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Good food can be one of your best defense systems. I
know this can be overwhelming,but start with aiming to
atleast cut out processed foods 5 out of 7 days a week
and you will be amazed. Great resource to get started :
100 Days of Real Food
Super Healthy Kids

3. Enough Sleep

Everybody needs sleep, especially kids. The National Sleep
Foundation recommends that children up 5 years old need
11-14 hours of sleep in a 24 hour period. Need help
establishing a healthy sleep routine ? Get some tips from
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4. Play Outside
Play is what kids are designed to do, think of it as their
job. Even with our crazy
schedules these days, it is imperative that kids play, and
particularly outside is BEST !!!

5. Eat Bone Broth

Bone broth really is one of the best things going. The old addage
that chicken soup is good for the soul is really true, but only
when the soup is homemade from the meat or bones of the
chicken and not processed. Click on the image for a great tutorial
to learn how to make bone broth .And if you just don’t have the
time, here is at least a cheater’s bone broth in powdered form.
Vital Proteins

6. Use Real Salt

Beleive it or not, you can actually salt your way to health. Real
Salt that hasn’t been processed contains many important minerals
that are critical to our overall health. HImalayan or Pink Salt are
two that are recognized as true to form, but we find Real Salt
to be the one we like the best
Real Salt

7. Eat Real Fats

Fats have gotten a bad rap in the last 30 years, but in reality the
body, especialy a child’s body, needs fats to function. Fats are
critical to build and repair cells, cultivate a healthy
nervous system and provide energy, but they must be good
sources of unprocessed fats or oils . Vegetable oils bought at the
grocery store are usually the worst ones, so try and
stay away from those. But fats from avacadoes, coconut oil, ghee
and grass fed better are the way to go. Great resources :
Radiant Life

Tropical Traditions

8. Use safe cleaning
Little bodies have a hard time with the harsh chemicals found in
most name brand cleaning products. These chemicals can trigger
allergic response, asthma and even neurological problems. Easiest
trick : one natural cleaning product for everything.
Check it out at
Green Virgin Producs

9. Use Safe Personal Products
Soaps, shampoos and hand sanitizers have some of the highest
levels of toxic chemicals in them and putting them on our skin or
our children’s skin can lead to harmful long
term effects. Aim to buy products with less toxic ingredients
Learn More at EWG
Find Great Products at Mighty Nest

10. Decrease EMF Expsoure
We live in a different age. Wireless internet, cell phones, smart
meters- they all emit electromagnetic frequencies our bodies
weren’t designed to handle- especially children’s
bodies. A few helpful tips when it comes to kids and EMF :use a
timer to limit screen time, no screen time after 6pm, and remove
all screens from the bedroom at night. A helpful resource for
products to decrease EMF exposure
Earth Calm
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